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Mapping reads on references is a central task in numerous genomic studies. Since references are mainly extracted
from assembly graphs, it is of high interest to map efficiently on such structures. The problem of mapping
sequences on a De Bruijn graph has been shown NP-complete[1] and no scalable generic tool exists yet. We
motivate here the problem of mapping reads on a de Bruijn graph and we present a practical solution and its
implementation called BGREAT. BGREAT handles real world instances of billions reads with moderate resources.
Mapping on de Bruijn graph enable to keep whole genomic information and get rid off possible assembly mistakes. However the problem is theoretically hard
to handle on real-world dataset. Using a set of heuristics, our proposed tool is able to map million read by CPU hours even on complex human genomes.
BGREAT is available at 
 github.com/Malfoy/BGREAT
Our new tool, BGREAT maps reads on a de Bruijn graph.
Several heuristics are used to ensure an almost linear mapping process:
-Only overlaps between unitigs are indexed
-Only first overlaps seen are possible anchors
-Greedy extension between anchors
A : Find overlap
B : Find unitigs that map the begin and the end of the read
C : Cover the rest of the read guided by overlaps
CGTACGTACACACTCGTAGCTAGCTGCATCTATCTACGAACTACTACTGCTAGCTACGATCGA
TACAC GCTGC AGCTA
ATCGCGTACGTACAC AGCTACGATCGAATC
TACACACACGTAGCTAGCTGC
GCTGCATCTATCTACGTACTACTACTGCTAGCTA
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Applications of such a tool cover a large part of sequencing data
treatments as assembly, correction, compression, quantification... 
De Bruijn Graph and its assembled “reference” 
Is a reference sequence a good representation of a genome ?
Map on graph
Read can be mapped even on path not chosen by the
assembly. This solution enable to map on:
-The different haplotypes
-Repeated sequences
-Complex regions
Map on reference
Since some parts has been discarded, numerous
reads can not be mapped
 Algorithms
 Motivation
As we can see, an important part of the reads can be
mapped on branching part of the graph by BGREAT
Results show that BGREAT:
             Uses heuristics that allow a dramatic improvment in speed at
at very low cost of recall
             Is able to map efficiently a set of read that was not used to
build the graph
             Scales to large dataset
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